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Loading the map - please wait... The table below allows you to choose which types of attractions and facilities you want to see on the map. Use this interactive map of the most popular attractions, museums, excursions and other facilities to plan your route. Start by grouping the attractions, excursions, sights and places
you want to see by the surrounding area to make the most of your time in the city and get the most value from your New York Pass. How to use the tourist map of New York: Check in all categories of attractions that you are not interested in to filter out the map of attractions. Then click on each icon on the map above to
see the name of the attraction, a brief description and a quick link to see more information, including the attraction's operating hours and instructions. Rank by category of attractions: Attractions: popular experiences, activities and landmarks. New York City Museums: all cultural institutions that explore different topics.
Cycling: guided cycling tours and bike rental (unlike hourly rentals, you can find them all over the city, including locks and helmets). NY Sightseeing Cruises: Where to go to catch a guided sightseeing cruise. Walking tours: meeting places for various guided tours. Behind-the-scenes tours: meeting places for tours that
offer visitors exclusive access or information that is not available to the general public. NY City Zoos and Gardens: attractions for anyone interested in animals, plants, or general biodiversity studies. Special offers: location of all facilities, shops, restaurants and other attractions that offer exclusive offers to New York pass
holders (the card must be valid when you claim your offer). Tips for navigating the city: The layout of New York City is easy to learn quickly. Urban planners designed the streets of Manhattan on a numbered distribution system. Street numbers increase as you travel north and avenue numbers increase when you travel
from east to west. In general, 20 street blocks corresponds to 1 mile. By comparison, Fifth Avenue divides Manhattan longitudinally so that all intersecting streets have a west and east preceding their names depending on which side of Fifth Avenue they are on. Other trip planning tools: If you're looking for a tourist map to
print, download all our free trip planning tools to get a 250-page guide, a New York City subway map, a printable tourist map of New York, and a hop-off bus map. On this page you will find a map of New York city landmarks, a map of tourist buses in New York and a map of NYC river cruises. New York City is the most
visited city in the United States with 11.5 million tourists a year. Thanks to numerous monuments, museums, monuments, monuments and attractions, New York has been declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Five New York neighborhoods have their peculiarities and charms. The main tourist locations are located in
Manhattan. You will find central Parc, The square, the business district of the financial district, the Empire State building and the magnificent views of the Statue of Liberty. Discover NYC's most symbolic museums, such as MOMA, met and guggenheim museum. Then get in a yellow taxi to discover Brooklyn, Queens or
the Bronx, which offer very different landscapes and interesting visits. All our sightseeing maps are free to help you plan your trip. New York City Attractions Map New York city you can visit: museums: Guggenheim Museum, Ellis Island Immigration Museum, American Museum of Natural History, Museum of Modern Art
(MoMA) monuments: Statue of liberty neighborhoods: Soho, Chinatown, Little Italy Square: Times Square various attractions: Central Park, National 9/11 Memorial, Empire State Building, Rockefeller Center The city is divided into 5 famous neighborhoods of Manhattan, Brooklyn, Queens, Bronx and Staten Island. Every
part of New York city offers sights and secret nomes. Manhattan concentrates major tourist curiosities: Uper East Side, Wall Street, Chinatown, Central Park, Soho so many symbolic neighborhoods that make Manhattan an exciting neighborhood that attracts millions of tourists. The Bronx is separated from Manhattan by
the Harlem River. This neighborhood, now safer, attracts more and more people. Discover the South Bronx (the real Little Italy) and Yankee Stadium. Brooklyn is the most populous neighborhood and is classified as an art district. Multicultural Brooklyn offers a modern and fashionable atmosphere. Queens attracts the
fashionable younger generation. Queens is rich in atypical places, parks and architecture. Staten Island is a natural district with several sports activities. It's the perfect neighborhood to recharge your batteries and take a break. Big Bus Hop on Hop off Bus Map The Big Bus of New York City is an original way to visit NYC
and discover its sights, museums, attractions while getting in and out available. This concept hop on hop off bus or open-top double decker buses offers a network of 2 hiking tours and routes and 30 stops with commentary in 10 languages. The Big Bus tour takes you to the heart of Manhattan to discover all the
attractions and sights of the neighborhood: the Empire State Building, Times Square, Central Park and the Statue of Liberty. Big Bus New York is the only sightseeing bus that offers live commentary in English (pre-recorded in 10 languages), Wi-Fi and access to more than 25 bus stops around the city, so you can get on
and off whenever you want. Buses are two storeys and open. You can see different routes and all the stops on the map. Among all the stops are 10 musts: Times Square, Chinatown, Wall Street, Empire State Building, Brooklyn Bridge, Central Park, Metropolitan Museum, Madison Square Garden, Little Italy and the
Statue of Liberty. Four different tours are offered: Uptown Loop: Upper East Side, which is home to some of new most popular museums such as the Guggenheim and the Metropolitan Museum of Art. The loop will also take you through Midtown, past grand central terminal and the famous Chrysler building. Downtown
Loop: The lower part of Manhattan passes through the Flatiron District, Union Square, Greenwich Village and Times Square. Brooklyn Harlem City Sights NY Tour Map City Sights NY is the second hop to hop off bus companies with open roofs to discover the CITY of NYC through the tour. City Sights NY offers 6 lines, 4
tourist bus lines and 2 river cruise lines. Tours are commented in 9 languages. CitySightseeing New York City buses pass by all the sights you must see in Manhattan and Brooklyn. CitySightseeing NYC buses offer 4 routes: Downtown tour (2h30): discover the must-see sights of Midtown and Lower Manhattan. The
starting point of this tour is Times Square. Walk past the Empire State Building and Battery Park to explore New York neighborhoods like SoHo, Little Italy and Chinatown. Uptown Tour (2 hours): The Uptown Loop covers the northern part of Manhattan. This tour also starts in Times Square and passes by Central Park.
During this tour you will discover the American Museum of Natural History, the Apollo Theater in Harlem, the Guggenheim and Central Park Zoo. Brooklyn Tour (1h30): Brooklyn Tour is an in-depth discovery of Brooklyn that includes 8 stops in Brooklyn. This tour allows you to discover several places you need to see in
Brooklyn (Barclays Center, Brooklyn Botanic Garden, Brooklyn Public Library...). Night tour (2 hours): discover the most beautiful illuminated places of the city. You will have the opportunity to enjoy a wonderful view of the Manhattan skyline from Brooklyn. Circle Line Sightseeing Tour Map The Circle Line Sightseeing of
New York City is a regular river hop on hop off shuttle carrying passengers on the Hudson River and East River to visit New York. With Circle Line cruises you will discover the sights of New York while enjoying the cruise. All Circle Line cruises depart from Pier 83, close to the Intrepid Museum. Each cruise allows you to
enjoy views of the Manhattan skyline, the One World Observatory, the Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island. There are several Circle Line sightseeing cruises in New York: Circle Line Best of NYC Cruise is a 2.5 hour cruise during which you will discover all of Manhattan. This cruise runs around Manhattan Island. You'll see
the skyline, Yankee Stadium, Queens, Brooklyn, the Bronx and more. You'll walk under iconic bridges like the Brooklyn Bridge and the Manhattan Bridge, which connects Manhattan with other parts of New York City. Circle Line Sights Cruise allows you to see only the main sights of NYC. The cruise takes 1h30: you will
walk under the Brooklyn Bridge and you will see symbolic locations such as the Empire State Building and the Statue of Liberty. You will also be able to enjoy a beautiful view of the Panorama. Circle Line Harbour Lights Cruise is a 2 hour cruise that allows you to enjoy views of the skyline at night! Circle Line Liberty
Cruise takes 1 hour. Walk in front of the Statue of Liberty and enjoy views of the Manhattan skyline
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